
 
We’ve got a bugfix patch for both the public version and the patron version of the game 
(0.11.3-r / 0.12.1-pr)! This should fix a lot of the softlocks that people have been 
experiencing, and it also includes quite a few overhauls to previous content with a focus 
on improving clarity.  
 
There’s going to be a specific section below with spoilers to better explain the overhauls 
and the reasoning behind them. 

Overhauls 
Prologue 
The inner stronghold part of the prologue has been overhauled a bit to make the pure route 
option be a little more obvious and to make winning against Leath be the desired result for both 
routes. 
 
Now Jenna starts getting affected by the ambient brainwashing going on inside the Stronghold 
as soon as she enters, and it’s made clear that she’s having an internal conflict with it. This 
starts seeding some sexual tension a little earlier in the sequence. 
 
After defeating Leath, the cutscene has been changed to have Jenna clearly triumph over 
Leath, but her cocky character flaws have her getting tricked by Leath and getting hit with a 
blast of brainwashing. Once she overwhelms Jenna with the brainwashing, you now have the 
choice to give in to the brainwashing (perversion) or fight against it (pure). Giving in gives you 
the normal scene that you would normally get after winning, and fighting against it lets you avoid 
getting banged and stops you from getting any perversion. 
 
Losing any of the fights before Carceburg and getting brainwashed by Dr. Weber now gives you 
+10 perversion, winning and giving in to Leath now gives you +20 perversion. 
 



 
 
VIP Investigation 
The whole questline that leads up to the Wildfire ambush has been overhauled to make it a lot 
more clear what you’re actually supposed to do and what order you’re supposed to do the tasks 
in.  
This will not completely solve the confusion for saves that already have all the tasks at once 
from a previous version, but it will greatly help new playthroughs and still be playable for old 
ones. 
 
Now instead of being given all the tasks at once, you’re giving the first task right away after 
talking to Klaus and you’re required to complete it before moving on to the next one. 
(Explosives > Alcohol > Sleep > Throb > VR > Ambush) 
 
Instead of being required to ‘investigate the clearing’, and then having that task confusingly 
being failed when you’re stopped by the drunk guard, Klaus will now tell you right away that 
there’s a drunk guard there and you will get the Alcohol mission after finishing the explosives. 
 
When talking to the drunk guard after getting the alcohol before the ambush, Jenna will clearly 
say that she needs to get all the other tasks done before she can use the alcohol on the guard 
during the ambush. 
 
Instead of knowing you have to go back to the motel to talk to Throb after finishing VR. He is 
now put directly in your path after sleeping in the motel and will stop you when you try to walk by 
him. There is no longer a choice to not take his mission since it is required to get the guard 
armor for the ambush. 
 
 
Curfew 
We didn’t like how the old curfew worked and we felt like it was probably the weakest part of the 
game, so we’ve made it instead be a real-time minigame that has you dodging around the 
guards with the normal overworld movement system instead of the old slow combat system.  
This is the first iteration and will be improved upon especially regarding the problems of being 
able to just walk straight behind a guard and touch them without them noticing you. 
 
Guards now have a cone field of view where they will detect you if you walk inside it. They look 
around and some of them will patrol between waypoints. 
 
There is no longer a fast-travel option back to the motel from the abandoned house because the 
pace of curfew is now a lot faster to the point where it’s not required. 
 
Guards now still appear during curfew even if you’re wearing the guard armor, but they just 
won’t react to you if you walk into their field of view while wearing the armor. 



 

Changelog 
- Overhauled the VIP Investigation questline. 
- Overhauled the Inner Stronghold sequence. 
- Overhauled the curfew minigame. 
- Added a prompt that appears in the dialogue UI to tell you if there are more choices to 

scroll to. 
- Added an option to fast travel back to Carceburg when leaving the Fiend Hub. 
- Added console commands for setting / adding stats to a character. 
- Modified the show autosaves button in save / load UIs to remember what it was set to. 
- Fixed a softlock that would sometimes occur while playing at low FPS when a dialogue 

closes and/or opens up another UI (Gear Shop, Bar, Wildfire). 
- Fixed a problem where Klaus would play the wrong dialogue when telling you that 

you’ve already done the daily motel prostitution. 
- Fixed player sprite still displaying on the left while the old combat UI is open. 
- Fixed some journal entries not properly saving that you’ve picked them up. 
- Fixed a softlock that would occur if certain abilities were used to finish a fight. 


